
Due diligence
and reporting

of local
actors 

 

Leadership/
engagement of
national actors

in the GB
 

ENABLING PRIORITY 1

Better humanitarian outcomes for affected populations through enhanced efficiency, effectiveness and greater accountability, in the spirit of quid pro quo as
relevant to all constituencies.

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE

A critical mass of quality funding is reached that allows an effective and efficient response, ensuring visibility and accountability.

Greater support is provided for the leadership, delivery and capacity of local responders and the participation of affected communities in addressing
humanitarian needs.

ENABLING PRIORITY 2

Prioritisation
and

coordination
 
 

Flexibility,
predictability,
transparency,
and tracking

 
 
 

Accountability
and inclusion

 
 

Equitable and
principled

partnerships

GRAND BARGAIN
2.0 OUTCOME

PILLARS

GRAND BARGAIN 2.0 STRUCTURE

2021 CAUCUSES 
(WILL BE UPDATED / ADDED

AS RELEVANT)

Caucus on the
role of

intermediaries
(EP/FG

prioritised)

Caucus on
cash

coordination
(EP/FG

prioritised)

Caucus on quality
funding (EP/FG

prioritised) - yet to be
launched, likely several
caucuses on separate
quality funding issues

More support and
funding tools for local

and national
responders

Increase quality
funding to local
and/or national

organisations, incl.
through pooled

funds

Investment in
capacity

building of
national/local

actors

Largest
donors 

to increase
quality
funding

 

 CONTINUED
WORKSTREAMS

REMAINING POLITICAL CHALLENGES
- POTENTIAL FUTURE CAUCUSES

Harmonisation
of other

elements of
the HPC

Harmonise and
simplify reporting

requirements

Broader
implementation

of the 8+3
template

 

Further
integrate CVA

tracking
mechanisms 

WS2

WS9

Aggregate
political will to

carry out
recommendations

on reducing
donors’

assessments 

Improve joint and
impartial needs
assessments

Proper
prioritisation and
identification of

needs, and
ensuring funding

is based on needs
analysis 

 

Inclusion of
local actors

through
reinforced

participation
 

Ensure
donor buy-in
to reinforce

HPC
 

Reinforce
people-centred
programming

WS5

Greater transparency

WS1

Common
data

standards 
 

Enhance visibility
of funding and
improve results

reporting, linkage
between

transparency and
flexibility/predicta

bility of funds 
 

Efficient
tracking of

funding and 
 visualization

 

Participation
revolution

WS6

Discontinued workstreams: 
3, 4, 7&8 - but ready to support

caucuses as needed

*

*

*Continuation depending
on successful
identification of new Co-
convenors

Cross-
cutting 
issues:

 
Risk 

sharing,
Gender

25% funding
target

(direct/quality
funding)

National
Reference

Groups

Empowerment of
front-line and local

workers and partners
to utilise existing

donor and systemic
flexibility to allow
participation of
affected people

 

Inclusion of
affected people

from the
earliest stages

of response
design


